
The King of Gear ‘Mini Glitch’ Effects Pedal

User’s Manual

This manual should tell you everything that you need to know in order to take full advantage of the
features of the pedal, but if you have any questions feel free to email us at thekingofgear@gmail.com.

Technical Info: The Mini Glitch requires 9V DC power from a standard 2.1mm center-negative plug (Boss-style).
Current draw is ~60mA. The pedal will work fine on a daisy-chain, but to reduce potential sources of noise or hum
we recommend using the pedal with an isolated power supply or with its own power adapter. There is no battery
option.

Signal Placement: The Mini Glitch was originally designed to create eclectic and aggressive glitch sounds with a
distorted electric guitar, but the pedal’s new click-reduction code makes it much more suited for use with all sorts
of instruments, both clean and distorted. Still, it gives its most characteristic sounds when used in conjunction with
overdrive or distortion effects. We recommend placing the pedal prior to overdrives and distortions (earlier in the
signal path), especially if the analog dry gate is set to to “dry mute”, in order to compress its sound and smooth
out any clicking.

That said, distortion pedals can react oddly if several layers (such as from direct playing layered with
delay) hit it simultaneously. Some players love these sounds (see: Shoegaze) but others find that they lack
definition. Placing the pedal after distortion will avoid any weird interaction effects. The pedal can even be used as
a sort of a quirky looper when placed near the end of a signal chain (you’ll want to set the gate to “dry pass” so
you can layer your playing with it). Placing modulation effects after the pedal can give some movement to the
glitches and make it sound less like a broken CD-player, and phasers in particular will smooth out its sound. In
general, it’s worth experimenting with a variety of settings and signal placements in order to find what works best
for your signal chain.

Recommended Settings:

• For a traditional Greenwood glitch sound, set both toggle switches to the left, the Sample Size knob to “rnd”,
press the footswitch to activate the pedal, and start playing. Anything you do will be turned into a delightful
glitchy mess!

• To layer your playing with a loop of a fixed length, set both toggle switches to the right, set the Sample Size
knob to the desired loop length, and press the footswitch to capture a loop.

• For “broken CD” sounds based on the notes you most emphasize, set the Mode toggle to the center, the Dry
Gate toggle to the left, the Sample Size knob to the desired loop length, depress the footswitch to begin
recording, and play strong each time you want a new glitch to begin. Set the Dry Gate toggle to the right to layer
your playing with the glitching.
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Avoiding Clicks: The Mini Glitch’s new click-reduction code smooths the transition at each repeat of the glitch
sound, removing the main source of annoying full-frequency clicks. However, full-frequency clicks can still be
encountered on certain settings.

The main source of annoying clicks in the Mini Glitch is recording over only part of the pedal’s buffer. The
way that the pedal works is that whenever it isn’t active, it’s recording the input signal to the buffer. So imagine
you set the sample size to 500ms, but only record for 300ms: there’s going to be a discontinuity between the new
300ms of audio and the older 200ms that you didn’t overwrite. This discontinuity will cause a click. The only way
to avoid these clicks is to avoid switching the pedal on and off too frequently when the sample size is set for
longer buffer lengths. So if you’re trying to avoid clicks, make sure to leave a little space between each glitch. That
said, one can create very interesting textures by writing over progressively smaller parts of the buffer, building up
a sequence of audio fragments (much like some players do with the BOSS DD3’s “Hold” mode). This technique is
best performed in conjunction with distortion, in order to smooth out the clicks which it creates.

Controls and Switches:

3-Way “Mode” Toggle Switch (Top): This switch selects which of the pedal’s three functional modes is
active.

• The left position is RANDOM Mode (marked “RND”). This is the primary mode of function for the Mini Glitch,
offering its distinctive randomized stutter effect. The maximum random sample size is fixed in this mode.

• The center position is THRESHOLD Mode (marked “TRSH”), in which glitches are triggered by the strength/
volume of one’s playing. Playing over a set threshold will trigger a new glitch, which will sustain until the next
glitch is triggered (or until you hit the footswitch). The maximum random sample size is fixed in this mode.

• The right position is SWITCHED Mode (marked “SW”). In this mode, depressing the footswitch causes the
pedal to immediately play back a fragment of audio, with the fragment’s length set by the Sample Size knob. It’s
MOMENTARY by default, but one can engage LATCHING functionality by holding down the footswitch whilst
switching to the mode via the Mode toggle switch (Note: if the pedal is set to SW mode when plugged in, it will
occasionally start in LATCHING mode. If this happens, just toggle the Mode switch back and forth to get
MOMENTARY functionality.). The maximum random sample size is adjustable in this mode by holding down the
footswitch and adjusting the Sample Size knob.

2-Way “Analog Dry Gate” Toggle Switch (Bottom): This switch selects how your direct signal is handled.
In all positions, the direct signal is kept 100% analog.

• The right position is “Dry Pass”, in which the direct signal is passed unaffected, regardless of the positions of
other switches and knobs. This position allows you to layer your playing with the effect.

• The left position is “Dry Mute”, in which the direct signal is muted only when glitching is occurring. This position
reflects the functionality of the Max patch on which the pedal was based. The glitch effects interrupts one’s
playing, creating a sound similar to a CD player malfunctioning.



(Controls and Switches, continued)

Sample Size Knob: This knob controls the size of the sample stored in the pedal’s buffer (equivalent to a delay
pedal’s time knob) in all three modes. It also has a secondary function in each mode, which can be accessed by
holding down the pedal’s footswitch. When set to the random position (marked “rnd”), a new sample size will be
generated each time that a new glitch begins. The range of the the randomly generated values is fixed in the
Random and Threshold modes, but can be adjusted in the Switches mode.

Secondary Functions:

• RANDOM Mode:When the footswitch is held down, the “Sample Size” knob controls the speed at which
random numbers are generated, thus turning the glitch effect on and off more or less frequently. It switches on
and off most frequently when the knob is at its minimum setting, although be warned that clicking may occur at
higher speeds.

• THRESHOLD Mode:When the footswitch is held down, the “Sample Size” knob controls the sensitivity of the
threshold program. With the knob at its maximum setting, an electric guitar will easily trigger new glitches, while
at lower settings glitches will be more difficult to trigger. By choosing a lower sensitivity, the Threshold mode
becomes more usable with synthesizers and other high-output instruments.

• SWITCHED Mode:When the footswitch is held down, the “Sample Size” knob controls the maximum possible
sample size on the random setting. The maximum sample size is preset to keep values in a good range for
aggressive glitching, but one can unlock the full range of random values by setting this knob to maximum, or
select only very short values by setting the knob to near its minimum.

Effect Volume (Internal Trim Pot): This trim pot controls the volume of the effect signal, from near-silence to
a hefty boost. You can gain access to the trim by opening the back of the pedal – it’s labeled “EFFECT VOLUME”
on the circuit-board. It’s best adjusted with a screwdriver, but some guitar picks do the trick. By default, the trim is
set for near-unity. When this knob is set to zero, and the Dry Gate set to the left position (“Dry Mute”), the pedal
can be used as an effective momentary cutoff switch.

Footswitch: The primary purpose of this footswitch is to tell your pedal when to start glitching, but it also gives
access to the pedal’s secondary functions. To engage LATCHING functionality in Switched Mode (SW), hold down
the footswitch whilst switching to the mode via the Mode toggle switch.


